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Problem
There are many different ways to collect 
content for an IR that work in different 
contexts and for different institutions. How 
does an IR move beyond a pilot project 
mode, while at least sustaining content 
recruitment, if  not increasing it, especially for 
a smaller institution?
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Present
● Cull VU's annual faculty research 
celebration for articles to upload.
● Manually search Web of  Science for older 
research by current VU faculty.
● Create records individually.
● Manually search for copyright policies.
● Cons – Time-intensive; WoS missing large 
amount of  research.
Past
● Approach individual faculty members for 
CVs and full-text manuscripts.
● Manually upload each record. 
● Manually check copyright for full-text 
manuscripts.
● Cons - Dependent on volunteering faculty; 
updating with new scholarship not efficient 
or part of  workflow. 
Future
● Set up saved alerts on multiple search 
aggregators and publisher sites to uncover 
new scholarly works by Valpo faculty.
● Collect and organize citations using Zotero.
● Every 3 to 4 months, format metadata in 
Google Sheets using add-on Power Tools. 
● Batch upload metadata to ValpoScholar.
● Use existing open source API code to bulk 
search SHERPA/RoMEO.
● Set up embargo alerts to ValpoScholar email 
through Google Docs.
● Cons – Missing metadata; not error free; free 
programs lack options of  for-cost programs. 
Abstract
For smaller institutions, limited staffing, 
expertise, and content recruitment all threaten 
an IR’s success. Launched in 2011, 
ValpoScholar (scholar.valpo.edu) is on its 
second version of  content recruitment and 
workflow design with a third version in beta. 
With a primary focus on capturing metadata 
before moving to full-text access and 
preservation, this evolving approach has led 
to a 25 percent increase in record creation, 
while also increasing full-text availability. This 
poster will share this changing process.
Fig. 2 Screenshot of  using PowerTools add on to split 
names into individual segments.
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Fig. 1 Part of  home screen of  ValpoScholar.
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